Introduction {#Sec1}
============

In Discrete Element Method (DEM) simulations, the choice of particle shape and size, the applied contact model with its material parameters and the packing preparation method will determine the simulated bulk behaviour of the material. When a specific material is considered, it is a challenge to separate the influence of particle shape and material parameters. In this work, shape modelling for railway ballast will be addressed, while the parametrisation of the contact model is subject of future work.

The shape of two types of railway ballast, Calcite and Kieselkalk, was analysed in \[[@CR51]\]. The stones under investigation were composed of sharp corners and edges as well as rounded areas and their angularity was analysed. Another important shape characteristic of ballast stones is their non-convexity, which was evaluated in \[[@CR51]\] using the convexity index. Both sharp corners and edges as well as non-convex shapes can be expected to significantly influence the ballast bulk behaviour as they yield a big interlocking potential.

*Particle shape analysis* in general is usually conducted on three different scales: form, angularity/roundness and texture. So called overall shape parameters correlate to more than one of the above scales. Particle form is described by 1D form factors, which are calculated involving the particle's longest, intermediate and shortest axes (*L*, *I*, and *S* respectively), see \[[@CR4]\] for an overview of form factors. Widely used factors include elongation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f=S/I$$\end{document}$ and differently defined aspect ratios. Many of the other form factors correlate with elongation or flatness, see \[[@CR3]\]. Roundness was firstly defined by Wadell, \[[@CR57]--[@CR59]\], but also other definitions exist, see \[[@CR4]\] for 2D data or \[[@CR5], [@CR32], [@CR33], [@CR62], [@CR64]\] for 3D data. For roundness computation only convex areas of the particle are considered, ignoring edges and corners in concave parts. In contrast, the concept of angularity considers all corners and edges of a particle. Angularity is frequently investigated using 2D data, \[[@CR2], [@CR30], [@CR36], [@CR60]\], but also different approaches using 3D data are available in the literature, e.g. \[[@CR13], [@CR26], [@CR30], [@CR61]\]. Texture is traditionally analysed from black/white or gray-scale pictures, i.e. 2D data, see \[[@CR2]\] for a comparison of different approaches. In \[[@CR61]\], a 3D surface texture index for 3D voxel meshes was developed. Overall shape parameters are sphericity and convexity, see \[[@CR62]\], but also ellipseness, \[[@CR25]\], or ellipsoidness, \[[@CR53]\] as they can be influenced by form, roundness/ angularity and texture. In general, the characterisation of particle shape is a challenge. From the above remarks it becomes clear that it is often dependent on the available data on grain shape. Moreover, differing definitions are used in the literature for several shape descriptors, i.e. no clear standards exist.

*Particle shape modelling* in DEM simulations started with spherical particles in \[[@CR8]\]. An early work involving non-spherical particles is \[[@CR38]\]. According to O'Sullivan \[[@CR34]\], rigid clusters of disc or spheres were introduced next, with both non-overlapping and overlapping clusters, compare citations given in \[[@CR34]\]. This clustering or clumping of spheres is often called multi-sphere method. Within one clump of spheres, the relative positions of the spheres do not change. Forces and torques arising from contacts with other particles are accumulated relative to the centre of mass of the clump, compare e.g. \[[@CR27]\]. When spheres are clustered with overlapping volume, it is important to correct the mass and inertia and several approaches have been suggested in the literature. \[[@CR14]\] overlaid the clump of spheres with a grid. If one grid element is overlain by more than one sphere, then a multiple consideration of masses is prevented by considering the grid element to calculate mass and moments of inertia of the clump. In \[[@CR10], [@CR11]\], the density of the single spheres building the clump is scaled such that the clump has the correct mass and inertia. In \[[@CR37]\], an analytical approach for the correct calculation of mass and inertia was presented. This method is used mainly for clumps consisting of two spheres, while it might be difficult to apply it to clumps composed of many, highly overlapping spheres. The multi-sphere method is used for DEM simulations of many different applications, see e.g. \[[@CR27]\]. Several other particles types are used for DEM simulations: ellipsoids, super-quadrics, potential particles or polyhedral particles to name the most popular ones. As this paper will deal with clumps of spheres exclusively, the interested reader is referred to \[[@CR27], [@CR34]\] for more details. In general, a more detailed shape modelling in DEM simulations corresponds to a higher computational effort.

*Particle shape descriptor's influence* on the simulated bulk behaviour is a topic of active research. Observed relations between particle shape and certain aspects of bulk behaviour will most certainly be dependent on the considered application. In a loose flow situation other aspects of particle shape might affect the bulk behaviour than in a highly stressed, dense packing. Two examples of different applications are mentioned here to clarify this point. In \[[@CR21]\], the effect of grain roughness on simulated quasi-static triaxial test is investigated and compared to experimental results using Karlsruhe sand. 12 clumps of spheres are constructed, where 10 of them are two-dimensional complex shapes and two are three-dimensional complex shapes. Particle roughness (shape) is characterised by an aspect index and two different convexity indices defined as the ratio between the smallest sphere volume encompassing the cluster and the cluster volume, and the ratio between the smallest convex volume encompassing the cluster and the cluster volume. It simulated triaxial tests, it was seen that sand grain roughness could be modelled using irregular shapes, which may cause an increase of strength and volume changes. Also, observed fluctuations in the kinetic energy increased with grain roughness. In \[[@CR39]\], the influence of particle shape on the simulated performance of granular dampers is investigated. For this, 14 complex clumps of spheres are defined, where 12 shapes are two-dimensional complex shapes and two are three-dimensional complex shapes. A set of four shape descriptors is applied to characterise shape: aspect ratio, circularity, convexity and solidity. For their calculation the perimeter and area of the different shapes is used, which is approximated using intersections of spherocylindrical shells. It is stated that the set of shape descriptors is chosen because of the study's aim to quantify the main geometric characteristics influencing the particles rotational behaviour. In simulations of granular dampers in the absence of gravity a weak forcing led to a gas-like behaviour of the granular system. Here, it was found that damping efficiency is smaller for complex shaped than for spherical particles. Also, the damper's efficiency depended on the aspect ratio and circularity for rod like particles. Although both works cited above use clumps of spheres, there exist differences in the calculation of shape descriptors, e.g. \[[@CR21]\] defines convexity with respect to the particle's volume, while \[[@CR39]\] defines it using perimeters of approximating intersections of spherocylinders. Some works even define shape descriptors, which can only be used for the chosen DEM particle type: \[[@CR63]\] defines angularity of the polyhedral particles as ratio of the sphericity to the number of vertices. These examples show again the challenge of particle shape characterisation and that care has to be taken when drawing conclusions from different studies.

*Modelling of railway ballast* is addressed in the literature using different approaches and DEM particle types. Up to now, clumps of spheres offer the only computationally efficient way to model non-convex shapes in DEM. For the consideration of sharp edges or smooth surfaces usually a high number of spheres is needed, including spheres with a small radius, which comes at a high computational effort. In an early approach, \[[@CR28]\] constructs clumps controlling their sphericity and angularity (resulting clumps consist of more than 20 spheres). In the literature, some works use 2D or 3D data of the considered material to construct clumps, e.g. \[[@CR10]--[@CR12], [@CR17], [@CR47]\]. The constructed clumps are detailed shape models, which usually results in a high number of spheres (above 10 in \[[@CR17]\] and above 50 in \[[@CR11]\]). In contrast to this, \[[@CR6]\] investigated the usage of geometric clumps (tetrahedral or flaky) consisting of up to eight spheres. In \[[@CR24]\], results of simulation with complex particle shapes were compared to those using a simple two ball clump and qualitatively similar results were obtained. In \[[@CR7]\], modelling of crushed rock with simple clumps (two spheres) or more complex clumps (up to eight spheres) was investigated. The results of compression test or direct shear test simulations, which were obtained with the simple clumps were comparable to those obtained with complex clumps. When particle breakage or asperity breakage is considered, also clumps of bonded spheres are used to model railway ballast, see e.g. \[[@CR18], [@CR29], [@CR31]\]. For the DEM simulation of railway ballast polyhedra are also used in the literature. Up to now, all used polyhedra are strictly convex. While non-convex polyhedra recently start to become available in some DEM codes, contact detection is highly computationally demanding and this choice should be made cautiously. An early work on sharply edged particles can be found in \[[@CR45]\]. In the approach used by \[[@CR16], [@CR40], [@CR54]\], data from 3d-scanned ballast stones can be used to build polyhedral DEM particles, with respect to certain shape descriptors. In \[[@CR35]\], polyhedral shapes for railway ballast are constructed by the application of Proper Orthogonal Decomposition to 3D scanner data. This approach inherently yields a control over the level of detail of the constructed shapes. In \[[@CR1], [@CR15]\], potential particles for the simulation of triaxial tests of railway ballast are used. \[[@CR1]\] present a method to manually adapt the shape of a potential particle to the shape of a ballast stone.

Independent from the particle type chosen, most citations mentioned above used rather complex shapes to model in high detail the complex shape of railway ballast stones. Exceptions, like \[[@CR6], [@CR7], [@CR24]\] who use simple shape models, only obtained qualitative not quantitative agreement between simulations and experiments. The usage of simple particle shapes for quantitative comparison with experiments is a continuation of the authors' previous works. In \[[@CR48]\], two types of ballast, named Calcite and Kieselkalk, were tested in direct shear and compression tests. DEM simulations used a "lucky guess" simple particle shape and were combined with an enhanced contact law, taking into account additional physical effects such as breakage of edges or yielding. The obtained simulation results were in very good accordance with the experimental results. A shape analysis of the same two types of ballast was conducted in \[[@CR51]\]. Regarding form, angularity, sphericity, convexity index no difference could be seen between both ballast types.

The focus of this work is laid on the systematic construction of simple clump shapes and the analysis of their packing behaviour. Packing porosity as well as coordination number and isotropic fabric, will strongly influence the simulated bulk behaviour. Aiming at simplicity and efficiency, clumps of three spheres will be constructed using information available from the shape analysis, \[[@CR51]\]: elongation, flatness, convexity index and sphericity. For the different clump shapes, the packing behaviour will be addressed with respect to porosity (densest and loosest packing to be generated for a shape) coordination number and isotropic fabric. If a clump shape is used to simulate railway ballast, it should be able to generate packings at field porosity as well as lab porosities. While field porosities are hard to measure, porosity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\phi =0.405$$\end{document}$ is reported in the literature, see \[[@CR41]\], which state: "similar field densities were reported in a previous study:" \[[@CR18]\]. For lab testing, usually lower porosities are reported. In this work, clump shapes are searched which can generate (after a pre-compaction step) samples in the range of the experiments reported in \[[@CR48]\]: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ 0.42 \le \phi \le 0.46$$\end{document}$. To investigate the simple clump shapes' packing behaviour is seen as an important first step. In a planned follow up paper, the authors aim to obtain a fully validated DEM model of railway ballast using simple clump shapes. Available experimental data on uniaxial compression and direct shear tests, \[[@CR50]\], will be used for this purpose. A methodology for material parameter calibration should be develop to be able to complete the validation process.

This work is organised as follows: In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, the shape descriptors of the railway ballast are summarised before the simple shapes are constructed. A correlation analysis of the shape descriptors completes this section. Details of the constructed DEM simulations are given in Sect. [3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}. Section [4](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"} starts with a correlation analysis between the obtained packings' characteristics and the clumps' shape descriptors. The found correlations are shown to be valuable for the choice of clump shapes, used for modelling the two types of railway ballast. In Sect. [5](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"} conclusions are drawn and an outlook to future work is given.

Particle shape construction {#Sec2}
===========================

In this work, railway ballast will be modelled using clumps of few spheres. Clumps of three spheres do not allow free rotations as clumps of two spheres and are computationally very efficient. Obviously, clumps of spheres lack the angularity of real ballast stones but they are non-convex, which is an important property of ballast, and also allows for interlocking. Clumps of spheres can be arranged to obtain particles with higher or lower "surface roughness", \[[@CR46]\]. Roth and Jaeger \[[@CR43]\] and Irazabal et al. \[[@CR19]\] describe particles with corrugated surfaces or cavities between overlapped spheres with the expression "geometric friction", which is also known to affect the packing porosity. In this work, the clump construction aims to generate high geometric friction to compensate, to some extent, the lack of angularity, i.e. sharp edges and corners. Moreover, clumps are not constructed to approximate the shape of ballast stones with respect to the volume error, but to approximate shape descriptors, which are known from previous work, \[[@CR51]\]. Details on all clumps constructed in this paper can be found in the supplemental material provided with this work.

The simulations conducted correspond to experiments, where railway ballast was packed in a box of a direct shear tester, and due to the size of the test rig, the gradation curve of the stones was cut off at 40 mm, see \[[@CR48]\]. Two sieve sizes remained: 31.5 mm: 34% and 40 mm: 100%. This gives a sieve size ratio of 0.79 and a ratio of small particles to large particles of 0.5. In \[[@CR9]\], poly- and bi-disperse assemblies were simulated in uniaxial compression tests. In general, it was seen that larger particles see larger contact forces compared to smaller particles. However, one of the cases considered was similar to the sizes above: a bi-disperse sample with ratio small and large particles of 0.8 and a ratio of numbers small to large of 0.66. \[[@CR9]\] stated: "For the assembly with a radius ratio of 0.8, both the particles are seen to participate in the force transmission without much variation". Therefore, it is concluded that the computationally efficient use of a mono-disperse sample is justified for the given sieve size curve.

Summary of shape analysis {#Sec3}
-------------------------

Fig. 1Shape descriptors of analysed ballast stones, compare \[[@CR51]\]. Results for both types of ballast, Calcite and Kieselkalk, are presented together, as no clear distinction between both materials could be found

In \[[@CR51]\], a shape analysis of the same two types of ballast, Calcite and Kieselkalk, was conducted using 25 stones each for 3D scanning (data openly available, \[[@CR52]\]). Well-established shape descriptors, such as elongation, *e*, flatness, *f*, sphericity, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\psi $$\end{document}$, convexity index, *c*, were evaluated. These shape descriptors are defined below in Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), denoting by *L*, *I*, *S* the longest, intermediate and shortest axes of the particle's minimum bounding box, *V* the particle's volume and *A* the particle's surface. $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} c&= V(\text{ convex } \text{ hull }) / V(\text{ particle }) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$ Regarding these shape descriptors no difference could be seen between both types of railway ballast: Calcite and Kieselkalk.

Moreover, three different angularity indices were compared in analytic tests, application to scanned data of sharp stones as well as artificially smoothed versions of the scanned stones. Only a newly introduced angularity index gave reasonable results in all considered cases, the scaled Willmore energy. The analysis of angularity always needs to clean scanned meshes from roughness information, which was done via mesh simplification. The calculated angularity values depend strongly on the level of mesh simplification. Thus, a comparison of scans of both types of ballast is possible, but no absolute value for the angularity of the ballast can be obtained. Moreover, clumps of spheres will be used as DEM shapes and here the calculation of angularity makes no sense. For these two reasons, angularity will not be considered in this work.

In Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} the shape descriptors of the scanned ballast stones are summarised. As no difference could be seen between Calcite and Kieselkalk, the corresponding values are merged. Shown are elongation *e* and flatness *f*: Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a, convexity index *c* and sphericity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\psi $$\end{document}$: Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b, volume *V* and surface area *A*: Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}c. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}d shows a correlation matrix between the evaluated shape descriptors based on Pearson correlation coefficients. For improved visibility, the correlation of a quantity with itself is not plotted. Pearson correlation coefficients are sensitive to linear relations between two quantities. They range from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$-1$$\end{document}$ means total negative linear correlation, 0 means no linear correlation and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$+1$$\end{document}$ means total positive correlation. Non-linear correlations will be classified as low correlated by the Pearson coefficient. An additional visual inspection showed that this was not the case. The strongest correlation seen in the data is the one of *V* and *A*, which is also visible in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}c. Moreover, the correlation between *c* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\psi $$\end{document}$ is moderately established, as seen in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b. All other quantities are low or not correlated at all. The shape descriptors and correlations of the ballast stones will be used for the shape modelling later on.

Clump construction principals {#Sec4}
-----------------------------

Fig. 2Clump construction principles Fig. 3Construction of clumps

To construct a clump, at first one has to chose the number of spheres, which will build the clump. Clumps consisting of two spheres, are able to rotate freely along their longest axis. Moreover, these clumps have always an elongation of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S/I=1$$\end{document}$. Therefore, in this work clumps of three spheres will be considered. They do not allow free rotations and it will be seen later in this section that they can approximate elongation, flatness, convexity and sphericity values of real ballast stones reasonably well. The clumps are described by the three different radii belonging to their sphere members and an overlap parameter *p*, see Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. In Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a, parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p=1$$\end{document}$ and the resulting clump has no overlap but includes a hole. Contrasting, in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b, *p* is much smaller than 1, closing the hole in the clump and resulting in high overlap. A compromise is shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}c, where clumps are constructed to intersect in exactly one point with small overlap. As discussed above, in the DEM simulations all particles will have the same size. The clumps are constructed to have all the same longest axis of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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These decisions made, the next step is to find clump shapes with elongation and flatness values similar to those of the measured ballast stones. Using the three sphere radii, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$r_1, r_2, r_3$$\end{document}$ and the overlap parameter *p*, the three axis *L*, *I*, *S* can be computed analytically. To figure out which elongation and flatness values are possible for this type of clump, a small computer script was written, where the sphere radii were varied for four different values of the overlap parameter *p*. In Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a the results of the computed elongation and flatness values are shown together with the results of the real ballast stones. The constructed clumps cover the upper right corner of the elongation and flatness plot, but cannot cover the less elongated (more columnar) ballast stones. From the constructed clumps shapes, 20 are chosen for further investigation, named clump set 1. The actual shape of these clumps can be seen in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b and their corresponding elongation and flatness values in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}c. From these shapes also the convexity index *c* and the sphericity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\psi $$\end{document}$ is evaluated and plotted in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}d. It is surprising that the ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \psi , c$$\end{document}$) values of all clumps seem to lie on a straight line. Tests with clumps consisting of more spheres showed the same behaviour. However, this was not considered further in this work. The non-overlapping clump shapes with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p=1.0$$\end{document}$, which include holes, show clearly higher convexity/lower sphericity values than those shapes which include overlapping i.e. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p=0.5$$\end{document}$. Between the non-overlapping and the overlapping clump shapes a gap can be seen. In this gap lie many of the values calculated from the ballast stones.

In a second step, clump shapes with low overlap and without hole will were constructed, as it is expected that they will fill the already mentioned gap in the ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \psi , c$$\end{document}$) plot. The three spheres, which build these clumps, do intersect in exactly one point, see Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}c, and aim at a low overlap volume. The resulting clumps are named clump set 2 and their elongation and flatness, convexity index and sphericity as well as their shape can be seen in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}e--g, respectively. These clumps show similar elongation and flatness values than the clumps chosen before, except that they do not reach flatness values below 0.7. In Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}f they perfectly close the mentioned gap between the clumps with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p=0.75$$\end{document}$.

In a last step, one clump shape is chosen and overlap parameter *p* is varied in finer steps to investigate its influence in more detail. Clump number 3 is constructed without overlap ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$r_1, r_2, r_3$$\end{document}$ fixed, *p* is varied in the steps $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p=0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5$$\end{document}$. The evaluated elongation and flatness values are shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}h, where it shows that all clump shapes are positioned along a straight line starting from clump shape 3. The ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \psi , c$$\end{document}$) values of these clump span almost over the whole range of the clumps constructed before, as it can be seen in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}i. The shapes of the clump set 3 are shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}j.

Further shape characterisation {#Sec5}
------------------------------

A shape characteristic, which is not considered till now, is particle angularity. Curvature based angularity indices, as considered in \[[@CR51]\], do not make sense for clumps of spheres. The spheres have constant curvature and only at the intersecting lines/points a different curvature exist.

To circumvent this problem, the concept of the "clump roughness angle" is introduced to quantify the before mentioned "geometric friction" of a clump. For its computation, two clumps are thought in contact, such that one sphere of the first clump contacts two spheres of the second clump, compare Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The enclosed angle, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta $$\end{document}$, is then defined to be the average of these nine values. This concept could be seen as an extension of the roughness angle introduced in \[[@CR44]\], where it is used to characterise the wall (modelled by spheres) roughness in a shear flow.

In addition to the clump roughness angle, the clumps are further characterised by the so called "member size difference", $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta _{ijk}$$\end{document}$Fig. 5Further clump shape descriptors and correlation analysis

For completeness, also the clump volume *V* and the clump surface area is plotted in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b. The clumps are constructed considerably smaller than the ballast stones, investigated in \[[@CR51]\]. In the experiments conducted in \[[@CR48]\], bigger stones were excluded due to size restrictions of the used test rig. Therefore, the clumps are also constructed smaller and a direct comparison to volume and surface area of ballast stones is not shown.

Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}c shows a correlation matrix plot using Pearson correlation coefficients. Again, additional visual inspection ensured that no non-linear correlations were misclassified by the Pearson coefficient. The correlations of the constructed clumps can be compared to the ones of the ballast stones, shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}d. The correlations between *c* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta $$\end{document}$ and *V*. This correlation analysis will be useful, when the simulation results discussed later will be linked to the clump's shape descriptors.

DEM simulation details {#Sec6}
======================

For all DEM simulations in this work the software YADE \[[@CR56]\] will be used. It is Open-Source and utilises the soft contact approach together with explicit integration in time. Within this work the Hertz-Mindlin contact law will be used, which contains three material parameters: Young's modulus, *E*, Poisson ratio, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu $$\end{document}$. In previous works of the authors, \[[@CR48], [@CR49]\], it was pointed out that the Hertz-Mindlin contact law together with simple clump shapes is not sufficient to simulate an uniaxial compression and a direct shear test with only one set of material parameters. This problem was solved by using a different contact law: the conical damage model first introduced in \[[@CR15]\]. The conical damage model takes into account additional physical effects such as edge breakage and thus introduces two additional material parameters. In the current work, focus is laid on the effect of particle shape on the packing behaviour. Therefore, the more simple Hertz-Mindlin contact law is used and the material parameters will be the same for all clump shapes, compare Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.

As already mentioned in the introduction of this work, it is important to address the calculation of mass and inertia tensor of clumps consisting of overlapping spheres. The YADE software deals with this topic as follows, see \[[@CR55]\]:For non-overlapping clump members the clump's mass $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$I_j$$\end{document}$ is the inertia tensor of the cell *j*.Further details on integration of force and motion for clumps of spheres are also given in \[[@CR55]\].Table 1Material parameters used in DEM simulations*E* (GPa)$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Specimen generation and pre-compaction method {#Sec7}
---------------------------------------------

Fig. 6Influence of pre-compaction parameters on specimen porosity. Shape 7, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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All packings will be generated to fit in a steel box of the size $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$300 \text{ mm } \times 300 \text{ mm } \times 200 \text{ mm }$$\end{document}$. A loose cloud of clumps is generated over the steel box and is allowed to settle under gravity. The interparticle friction coefficient, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu $$\end{document}$, is varied in this initial phase of the calculation to generate packings of different porosities. When the packing has settled, all clumps are removed, which are not fully inside the box. As already said, the generated packings should be used in future work as a starting point for uniaxial compression and direct shear tests. Therefore, it is not enough to fill the box, but a pre-compaction is needed to avoid unrealistic settlement results in the uniaxial compression test. In the experiments, reported in \[[@CR48]\], a vibrator compactor was used to compact the ballast specimen. In the simulations, a similar but less computationally expensive approach is chosen.

It is important to keep in mind the influence of the specimen generation and pre-compaction method, as they will affect the simulation results obtained with these samples. In \[[@CR20]\] different shapes of clumps of spheres were used and two ways of specimen generation were compared. In one approach only the friction coefficient during the filling was modified. In a second approach cyclic simple shear was applied. Specimen of comparable porosities showed different coordination numbers. In a simulated direct shear test, the resulting initial slope differed, while after a small shear path the results were similar.

For the pre-compaction in this work, a plate is inserted above the specimen. The plate moves downwards with a constant velocity, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}a the influence of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\phi =0.462$$\end{document}$. More insight of the process is gained in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}b, where the porosity of the sample is calculated in five horizontal layers and plotted over sample height. Before pre-compaction, the initial porosity of the sample is quite constant in the middle of the sample, slightly higher at the bottom and clearly increased at the top layer. After the pre-compaction, the porosity is changed only in this top layer, which is seen as a step towards a more uniform porosity.
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {v}=0.1$$\end{document}$ m/s decrease the porosity in the three upper layers of the sample. This is considered unrequested in this work, but different choices are possible of course. For all considered variants the coordination number of the resulting packings is very similar (between 5.5 and 5.75).

For the rest of this work, the following values will be used for pre-compaction, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Analysis of packing behaviour {#Sec8}
=============================

With the previously defined clump shapes and the pre-compaction method at hand, the generation of packings can be simulated. For each of the chosen 33 clump shapes, simulations are run using three different values for the friction coefficient: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu =0.8$$\end{document}$ is a rather high value for railway ballast friction coefficients, compare \[[@CR23]\] or \[[@CR42]\], giving loose packings. Thus, for each considered clump shape dense, intermediate and loose packings will be studied to be able to separate the effects of clumps shape and material parameters, i.e. friction coefficient. The influence of the shape descriptors on the obtained packing properties will be discussed in the first subsection. In the second subsection, the choice of clumps for modelling the given type of railway ballast will be addressed.

Shape descriptors and packing characteristics {#Sec9}
---------------------------------------------

Fig. 7Correlation analysis for porosity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F_v$$\end{document}$

The simulated packings will be characterized by porosity, coordination number and fabric. The effect of the clump's shape (descriptors) on these quantities will be discussed. Correlations are sought in simulations results using three different values of interparticle friction coefficients $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu =$$\end{document}$ 0.01, 0.45, 0.8. In this way, the influence of particle shape and used material parameters are separated. As a first step, Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows the correlation matrix plot between the shape descriptors on one axis and porosity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F_v$$\end{document}$ on the other axis. In the lower part of the plot, also the correlations of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F_v$$\end{document}$ with each other is shown. Analogously as in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}d, Pearson correlation coefficients are calculated, which are sensitive only for a linear relationship between two quantities. Non-linear relations will be classified as low correlated by the Pearson index. An additional visual inspection showed that this was not the case for the given data.

In Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}, it can be seen that the porosity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta $$\end{document}$ and *V*. The correlations are nearly constant for all three different values interparticle friction coefficients $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu =0.01, 0.45, 0.8$$\end{document}$. The correlation between *c* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\phi $$\end{document}$ is in accordance with the intuitive understanding that nearly convex clumps (e.g. shape 20) will pack more densely than clumps with high convexity index (e.g. shape 1). From the analysis in Sect. [2.3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}, it is known that *c* correlates strongly with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta $$\end{document}$ and *V*. Summarising the found correlations, loose packings are formed by clumps with high convexity index, low sphericity, high clump roughness angle and low clump volume. Dense packings are formed by clumps with opposite characteristics.

Examining again Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}, the correlations found for the coordination number *z* are higher in number but less pronounced than the ones found for the porosity. While the correlations between *z* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ c, \psi , \delta , V$$\end{document}$ increase with increasing $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu $$\end{document}$ values.

As third packing characterisation, the isotropic fabric $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F_v$$\end{document}$ is considered. For the calculation of the fabric tensor *F* the definition in \[[@CR22]\] is used$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} F=\frac{1}{V_A} \sum _{p \in V_s} V_p \sum _{c \in p} n_c \otimes n_c\; , \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$V_A$$\end{document}$ is the averaging volume, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$V_p$$\end{document}$ is the volume of particle *p* in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n_c$$\end{document}$ is the normal unit branch vector from the centre of particle *p* to contact *c*. This definition of the fabric tensor takes into account different particle sizes, which is in contrast to the frequently used fabric tensor definition$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_c$$\end{document}$ is the total number of contacts in the packing. From the fabric tensor as defined in Eq. [2](#Equ5){ref-type=""} the isotropic fabric $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F_v$$\end{document}$ is defined, which can be considered as a measure of the strength of the contact network:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} F_v={{\,\mathrm{tr}\,}}(F) \; . \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Going back to Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}, it can be seen that the isotropic fabric $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F_v$$\end{document}$ is correlated to all shape descriptors, which show correlations to *z*. While the correlations of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}, shows a strong correlation between the isotropic fabric $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\phi $$\end{document}$. This finding is not surprising, as for packings composed of spheres a linear relation can be stated, see \[[@CR22]\].

Choice of clumps shapes for the given material {#Sec10}
----------------------------------------------

From the investigated clump shapes, those have to be chosen which can be used to model the two types of ballast considered, Calcite and Kieselkalk. In \[[@CR48]\] these ballast types showed porosities between $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$0.42\le \phi \le 0.46$$\end{document}$ in the experiments. Thus, all clump shapes, whose simulated porosity lies within the specified range (for any of the used $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu $$\end{document}$ values), will be considered a possible candidate for modelling this ballast. Further steps for the reduction of possible clumps shapes will be discussed later.

The obtained porosities are plotted over the friction coefficient $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu $$\end{document}$ in Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} for the three different clump sets. Each simulation was repeated two times to check how much the results scatter with the randomly chosen initial position of the particles. In these repetition simulations, the obtained porosities show surprisingly low scattering with maximal differences of porosities 0.005. The scatterings is similar for all 33 clump shapes considered. The dashed lines in Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} show the range of experimental porosities measured in \[[@CR48]\]. From the results, big differences in the packings' porosity can be seen. In Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}a, the highest porosities, ranging from 0.38 till 0.48, are shown from shapes 1 till 10, which are constructed with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p=1$$\end{document}$, i.e. non-overlapping including a hole in the clump. Clumps shapes 11 till 17 belong to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p=0.75$$\end{document}$ and a gap in the porosity values can be seen, as the obtained values lie between 0.33 and 0.42. Shapes 18 till 20 have with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p=0.5$$\end{document}$ the lowest porosities. The loosest packing of these shapes is only little looser than the densest packing of the non-overlapping shapes. In Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}b, clump set 2 is constructed to have small overlapping volume and no hole. The obtained porosities lie quite exactly between those of clumps 1 till 10 with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p\le 0.75$$\end{document}$. The influence of parameter *p* on the porosities can be seen best in Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}c, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$0.5\le p \le 0.9$$\end{document}$. Decreasing parameter *p* means increasing overlap and this results in denser packings. For shape 32 with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p=0.5$$\end{document}$ almost the same porosities are obtained.Fig. 8Porosity of samples generated with the different clumps, dependency of interparticle friction coefficient $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu $$\end{document}$. The horizontal dashed lines show the range of experimental porosities measured in \[[@CR48]\]Fig. 9Shape descriptors of the chosen clumps, compared to those real ballast stones when applicableFig. 10Coordination number and isotropic fabric for all three values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Possible clump shapes for the simulation of the two types of ballast used in \[[@CR48]\], Calcite and Kieselkalk, are those with porosities in the searched experimental range:from clump set 1: shapes **1 to 10**from clump set 2: shapes **21 to 28**from clump set 3: shapes **29 and 30**Further insight in shape modelling can be gained, from the shape descriptors of the chosen clumps plotted in Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}, when possible together with those of the real ballast stones. Elongation and flatness values of the real ballast stones cover a wide range of values in Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}a. The chosen clumps also cover quite a big part of their possible range due to clump construction, compare Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a. This is not surprising, as neither elongation nor flatness show a strong correlation with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\psi $$\end{document}$ of the chosen clumps are plotted together with the values of the real ballast stones. Due to the strong correlation of the porosity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(c, \psi )$$\end{document}$ values of the clump shapes matches well with those of the real ballast stones. Thus, when a different material is to be modelled via simple particle shapes, matching the convexity and sphericity might be a good first step. In Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}c, clump roughness angle $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$s_d$$\end{document}$ are plotted. Both quantities are specific to the clump modelling and therefore no comparison to the ballast stones is possible. While the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$s_d$$\end{document}$ values of the chosen clumps cover nearly the complete range, it is apparent that the chosen clumps have all $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\phi $$\end{document}$. Finally, Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}d shows the volume and surface area of the chosen clumps. Although *V* shows a strong correlation with the porosity, chosen clump shapes and rejected ones cannot be separated by volume. This is in contrast to the other shape descriptors, which do correlate strongly with the porosity, i.e. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c, \psi , \delta $$\end{document}$. The volume and surface area of the clumps is smaller than the ones of the real stones, due to DEM modelling conventions, i.e. longest size of the particle and sample size have a ratio of 10. Therefore no comparison is shown.
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More conclusions can be drawn from the information gathered so far. Clump shapes with similar $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F_v$$\end{document}$, compare Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}, such that a different response under loading can be expected. This will be of importance in the future work of choosing suitable clump shapes and parametrising the contact model.

Conclusions and outlook {#Sec11}
=======================

In this work, simple and computationally efficient DEM shape models for two types of railway ballast are constructed. The novelty of the presented approach lies in the approximation of known shape descriptors of this ballast, \[[@CR51]\], skipping the idea of actual visual similarity between real grains and DEM shapes. While the angularity of railway ballast is well addressed in the literature, the stones' non-convexity is rarely mentioned or quantified. Both properties can be expected to influence the bulk material behaviour. In current DEM codes angular shapes are represented by polyhedra, which cannot deal (efficiently) with non-convexity. In contrast to this, clumps of spheres cannot model angularity, but easily build up non-convex shapes. When clumps are constructed of few spheres, they are highly computationally efficient and they are available in many DEM codes.

Clumps consisting of three spheres are constructed to approximate the railway ballast's flatness, elongation, convexity index and sphericity. Clumps of spheres cannot be angular, but spheres can be arranged to provide high "surface roughness" \[[@CR46]\] or "geometric friction" \[[@CR43]\] and \[[@CR19]\] to use nomenclature from the literature. To quantify this property the so called "clump roughness angle", $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\psi $$\end{document}$ and between surface area *A* and volume *V*. The correlations are also present in the constructed clumps' shape descriptors, but additional correlations exist as well due to the clump construction method.

DEM simulations of the packing behaviour are conducted for each clump shape. The usage of three different values of the interparticle friction coefficient $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu $$\end{document}$ results in loose, intermediate and dense packings. These simulated packings are characterised by their porosity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu $$\end{document}$ used. These four shape descriptors are highly correlated among themselves for the constructed clumps. Thus, the control of one of them already gives a good correlation to the obtained porosities.

The packing's coordination number and isotropic fabric correlate with the same shape descriptors. These correlations are weaker, but involve more shape descriptors. The found correlations are influenced by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F_v$$\end{document}$ correlate with each other. Thus, coordination number and isotropic fabric are related to particle shape in a much more complex way than the packing's porosity.

With these relations clarified, the simulated packing porosities are compared to experimental results obtained in \[[@CR48]\]. Clumps with porosity values in the experimental range, are considered possible candidates for the simulations of the two ballast types. Comparing the shape descriptors of these chosen clumps to the ones of the ballast stones, gives a good visualisation of the results found so far. With $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\phi $$\end{document}$ being the criterion of choice, elongation and flatness of the clumps are (mostly) unimportant: these quantities are uncorrelated to the porosity. In contrast, convexity index and sphericity of chosen clumps and ballast stones are in good agreement: these quantities show strong correlations to the porosity. Thus, to derive simple shape models of a given particle shape, matching one of these shape descriptors, might be good first step to bring simulated porosities closer to measured ones.

In future work, the generated packings will be used as a staring point for the simulation of uniaxial compression and direct shear tests. In comparison with available experimental data, the calibration of material parameters (Young's modulus, friction coefficient) will be addressed (separately for each clump shape). Possible speed ups of this lengthy procedure, involving measured material parameters will be investigated. In this way, the number of clumps shapes possible for modelling the used ballast types will be further reduced. Using additional measurements for more complex loading cases will be used to further validate the developed DEM models.

This work deals with the DEM simulation of railway ballast, but the underlying idea is a general one. In the simulation of granular material consisting of complex shaped particles, focus is often laid on a precise shape modelling in DEM. These highly computational shape models are frequently combined with very simple models for the contact forces, e.g. linear spring models. The authors of this work propose a so-called balanced approach. Particle shape is modelled as simple as possible and combined with more advanced contact laws, if needed. In this work, clumps of three spheres are constructed to approximate known shape descriptors, skipping the idea of actual visual similarity between real grains and DEM shapes. This approach might also be suitable for the DEM simulation of other applications involving complex shaped particles, e.g. in pharmaceutical, geotechnical or additive manufacturing industry. For different simulated applications a careful analysis of the considered shape descriptors will be necessary -- it can be expected that different particle shape descriptors are relevant for modelling a hopper discharge and the mechanical behaviour of densely compacted railway ballast. DEM models using simple clusters of few clumped spheres have the potential to reduce computational costs drastically. Dependent on the simulated application, it should be carefully checked, if the used contact law includes all relevant physical effects. As always, a thorough validation of such a DEM model is necessary.

Electronic supplementary material
=================================
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Below is the link to the electronic supplementary material. Online Resource 1 (ESM_1.csv) Details on all clumps constructed in this paper: including size and positions of spheres forming the clump and values of all computed shape descriptors. (6 KB)
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